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Chapter 17 
 

Three Seals of the Dharma 
 

The Three Seals of Dharma1, sometimes referred to as the 
Three Markings of Buddhism, is an important teaching in 
Buddhism. This concept is expounded in the Treatise on the 
Great Perfection of Wisdom Scripture (Skt.: 
Mahāprajñāpāramitā-śāstra).  
 
Concretely speaking, the “three seals of the dharma” teaches us 
that:  

1) all things are impermanent2; 
2) all things lack inherent existence3; 
3) nirvāṇa is perfect quiescence4.  

 
 
1. All things are impermanent 
This dharma seal teaches us to recognize that nothing exists 
permanently. Nothing can be taken for granted. One man’s 
good luck might disappear for some unforeseeable reason. Just 
as an old proverb says, “The ocean will be folded and hung up 
to dry. All sentient beings will end up in smoke”.5 Things are 
constantly mutating. What happened one minute ago is already 
history. The future will not be the same as the present.   
 

                                                        
1 三法印. 
2 諸行無常. 
3 諸法無我. 
4 涅槃寂靜. 
5 滄海變桑田, 眾生化為塵. 
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Some readers may wonder: I know for sure that the sun will rise 
from the east tomorrow morning. How can we say there is no 
rule? How can we explain the constant cycle of day and night?  
 
First of all, Buddhism believes that there exists a perfect system, 
which evolves based on “intrinsic nature”. “Intrinsic nature” and 
its accompanying system are perfect. This system runs eternally, 
and provides many principles and rules. Some of these rules are 
known to us, including the theories of motion, gravity, and 
relativity. It also provides the law of conditioned genesis, which 
indicates that “all dharmas are generated based on causes and 
conditions”. (See Chapter 10 for details.) This law governs the 
generation, annihilation, and mutation of myriad things.  
 
Now let us come back to the day-night cycle. The fact that earth 
runs around the sun is determined by particular causal effects. 
If the “condition” disappears, dependant things would vanish 
accordingly. There is no need to conjecture the possible 
aftermath of a catastrophe on earth. As long as “conditions” still 
exist, things will remain the same. However, global warming is 
becoming an unavoidable fact. This is a warning for us.  
 
2. All things lack inherent existence 
Buddhism teaches us to avoid an egocentric mindset. If we do 
not truly realize that nothing has a self, we would hardly 
prioritise the interests of others over our own. From the 
perspective of Buddhism, nothing we encounter is as 
permanent as our “intrinsic nature”. It is said that: “All dharmas 
are immaterial, absolutely empty, and unobtainable”. “All 
dharmas” refers to “conditioned phenomena”. We humans are 
“conditioned phenomena”. In addition to “conditioned 
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phenomena”, there is also “unconditioned phenomena”. This 
refers to the pure mind, Buddha-nature, real character of all 
dharmas, and emptiness of all dharmas. The Buddha points out 
in the Heart Sutra that “[all dharmas] are neither created nor 
destroyed, neither defiled nor pure, and they neither increase 
nor diminish”.6  
 
Perhaps because Buddhism considers that the existence of all 
sentient beings and everything are delusional, some authors 
have made this claim: “The denial of the existence of the soul 
makes Buddhism unique in the history of human thought”.7 
This viewpoint actually shakes the foundation of Buddhism. It 
argues that everything is gone after death; consequently, none 
of our behaviour would generate any effect. This view certainly 
contradicts the fundamental Buddhist concept of the principle 
of karmic retribution.  
 
Indeed, Buddhism does not have a concept of the soul 
equivalent to that of Christianity. Nevertheless, we understand 
that when one is dead, some spiritual “state” or “medium” of 
the same person must receive awards and punishments 
according to one’s karma. Instead of using the word “soul”, this 
“state” or “medium” is articulated as “divine consciousness” 
(Skt.: vijñānanā) or “store consciousness” (Skt.: ālayavijñāna). 
 
Is there a concept of “self” in Buddhism? While saying that all 
things lack self, we already accept the idea of no-self. As Section 
25 of the Diamond Sutra has revealed, however, “ordinary 

                                                        
6 “不生不滅, 不垢不淨, 不增不減.” 
7 Walpola Rahula, What The Buddha Taught (London: One World Publications, 2005), 51. 
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people think there is a ‘self’ ”8, and accordingly consider 
themselves as having a real existence. By contrast, those who 
are enlightened know that these are all illusory.  
 
Seen from the Buddha’s perspective, there is no distinction 
between “buddha” and “mundane”. Such distinction only 
comes from the illusion of human beings. In other words, the 
question of “I” is derived from the delusive conceptualization of 
humans. We ought to adopt the view of the enlightened in 
seeing things. When confronting difficulties, we should do 
things according to mundane truth. The matter of the utmost 
importance is to observe precepts, during which we have to 
abandon the discriminative mind, attachment, delusion, and 
egocentrism.  
 
3. Nirvāṇa is perfect quiescence 
Nirvāṇa is a state of permanence, bliss, self, and purity. When 
one is enlightened and impervious to afflictions, one is said to 
have reached nirvāṇa, in which all sufferings vanish. We shall 
aspire to reach the condition of nirvāṇa. 
 
The Nirvana Sutra elucidates the eight wonderful things about 
nirvāṇa, namely, the eight flavors of nirvāṇa.9 

1. nirvāṇa-permanence (the permanent existence of past, 
present and future, and the ten directions) 

2. peace (tranquility and permanent extinction of great 
suffering)   

                                                        
8 金剛經第 25 分: “凡夫以為有我.” 
9 “涅槃經中涅槃八味是所謂: 1. 常住: 三際常存, 十方恒在. 2. 寂滅: 寂絕無為, 大患

永滅. 3. 不老: 不遷不變, 無增無滅. 4. 不死: 從本不生, 今亦無滅. 5. 清淨: 安住清淨, 
諸障悉盡. 6. 虛通: 虛徹靈通, 圓融無礙. 7. 不動: 寂然不動, 妙絕無為. 8. 快樂: 無生

死苦, 有真常樂, 或許我們可以把涅槃想像為天堂的幸福.” 
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3. no aging (eternal and immutable, no increase or decrease) 
4. no death (originally un-arisen and no cessation at present) 
5. purity (settling a pure mind, and freeing from 

obstructions) 
6. unimpededness (supernormal awareness and perfect 

interpenetration without obstruction) 
7. unperturbedness (marvelous non-action, still and 

unmoving)  
8. joy (detachment of the suffering of birth and death, 

achievement of permanent bliss). Maybe we could 
imagine nirvāṇa as heavenly happiness. 

 
It is noticeable that some Buddhist concepts frequently appear 
in different scriptures. Take the Bodhisattva’s Big Eight 
Appreciations Sutra introduced in Chapter 7 for example. The 
teachings of this scripture resonate with those of the three 
seals of the dharma. The first awakening10 in the scripture 
mentions the following:  

Nothing is permanent in the world. 
All political regimes are subject to fall. 
All things composed of the four elements are void and 
contain the seeds of suffering. 
The five aggregates contained in humans are without a 
separate self. 
They always come and go. 
They are empty of self, without sovereignty. 
The mind is the source of all evils, 
and the body is the forest of all impure actions. 
If we examine these facts from this perspective, 

                                                        
10 八大人覺經第一覺知: 1. 世間無常; 2. 國土危脆; 3. 四大苦空; 4. 五陰無我; 5. 生滅

變異; 6. 虛偽無主; 7. 心是惡源; 8. 形為罪藪; 9. 如是觀察; 10.漸離生死. 
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we can gradually detach ourselves from the cycle of birth 
and death. 

 
The meaning of line one is equivalent to the teaching of the first 
dharma seal that whatever is phenomenal is impermanent. Line 
three and four imply that we must maintain a selfless attitude, 
which is to say that all dharmas are without self. We need to 
understand that our true self is the “intrinsic nature”, which 
does not belong to the constituent dharmas of existence. The 
intrinsic nature is eternal, whereas our bodies and surroundings 
are not. This exactly corresponds to the second dharma seal. 
Line ten refers to nirvāṇa, which exactly matches the third 
dharma seal.  
 
The “three seals of the dharma” is a key concept in Buddhism. 
Every serious practitioner should know that it delivers a 
philosophical theory with no superstition. Beginners of 
Buddhism must understand all the basic ideas of Buddhism that 
have been discussed in Chapter 2. Then they need to 
understand other theories including the “three seals of the 
dharma”. These are supplementary materials for understanding 
the core value of Buddhism.  
 
In his Introduction to Buddhism, the renowned scholar Zhou 
Shaoxian briefly outlines the concept of the “three seals of the 
dharma”: 

“The three seals of the dharma not only interpret the 
Truth and common reasons.  It is also taken as the 
path for cultivation by Buddhist practitioners. The three 
dharma seals are highly unanimous in revealing correct 
awakening. To take the path of “impermanence” is to 
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enter the gate of the liberation through wishlessness; 
the path of “absence of self” is the gate of liberation 
through emptiness; the path of the perfect quiescence 
of nirvāṇa is the gate of liberation through signlessness. 
Taking the three paths altogether, one observes the 
impermanence of the present world, becomes aware of 
the non-self, eliminates desires, and subsequently 
reaches the condition of nirvāṇa”.  

 
Reading the above passage, we see how the three seals of the 
dharma perfectly articulate grand theories of Buddhism. 

 


